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Sounds of the Sea
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Water Music Suite: Allegro deciso

George Frideric Handel
(1685-1759)
arr. Hamilton Harty

Pirates of the Caribbean

Klaus Badelt
(b. 1967)
arr. Ted Ricketts

Boston String Academy

Une Barque sur l’océan (A Boat on the Ocean)

Maurice Ravel
(1875-1937)

Moby-Dick* (abridged)

Bernard Herrmann
(1911-1975)

Introduction
Call me Ishmael
At last the anchor was up
Send everyone aft!
Yonder, by ever brimming goblet’s rim (Ahab’s Soliloquy)
Hist, boys! let’s have a jig—Hornpipe
It was a clear steel-blue day (The Symphony)
There she blows! A hump like a snow-hill!
I turn my body from the sun
Sink all coffins and all hearses to one common pool
And I only am escaped to tell thee

Tenor
Tenor
Bass and Tenor
Bass
Tenor
Tenor and Baritone
Tenor and Baritone
Baritone
Baritone
Tenor

Timothy Culver, tenor
Brian Keith Johnson, bass-baritone
*Note: Melville called his novel MOBY-DICK; OR, THE WHALE, using a hyphen. In the text,
however, the name of the White Whale is never written with hyphen.
So Moby-Dick is the book; Moby Dick is the whale.

INTERMISSION
Water Music Suite: Allegro

Handel
arr. Harty

Oceana (world premiere)

Stella Sung
(b. 1959)

La Mer (The Sea)*

Claude Debussy
(1862-1918)

De l'aube à midi sur la mer (From Dawn to Noon on the Sea)
Jeux de vagues (Play of the Waves)
Dialogue du vent et de la mer (Dialogue of Wind and Sea)
*Dedicated to the memory of Richard Concannon (1929-2018), a member of
the Boston Landmarks Orchestra Board of Overseers from 2013 to 2018.

The BOSTON LANDMARKS ORCHESTRA performs free outdoor concerts
in the City of Boston throughout the summer, delighting thousands on a
weekly basis. The Orchestra—made up of some of Boston’s most
accomplished professional musicians—uses great symphonic music as a
means of gathering together people of all backgrounds and ages in joyful
collaboration. It regularly collaborates with a range of cultural and social
service organizations to ensure participation across ethnic, economic, and
cultural divides. The Orchestra is committed to BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS
to access for people with disabilities. It offers braille, large-print, and text-tospeech programs, assisted listening devices, and ambassadors to greet and
assist people at a handicapped drop-off point. The Orchestra works with
American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters as performers at select concerts.
CHRISTOPHER WILKINS was appointed Music Director of the Boston
Landmarks Orchestra in the spring of 2011. Since then he has reaffirmed
founder Charles Ansbacher’s vision of making great music accessible to the
whole community, emphasizing inclusive programming and collaborative
work. Mr. Wilkins also serves as Music Director of the Akron Symphony. As a
guest conductor, he has appeared with many of the leading orchestras of the
United States and abroad. Previously he served as Music Director of the San
Antonio Symphony and the Colorado Springs Symphony. Born in Boston, Mr.
Wilkins earned his bachelor's degree from Harvard College in 1978 and his
master’s from the Yale School of Music in 1981. As an oboist, he performed
with many ensembles in the Boston area including the Tanglewood Music
Center, and the Boston Philharmonic under Benjamin Zander.
The NEW ENGLAND AQUARIUM is a catalyst for global change through
public engagement, commitment to marine animal conservation, leadership in
education, innovative scientific research, and effective advocacy for vital and
vibrant oceans. With more than 1.4 million visitors a year, the Aquarium is the
only Boston-based cultural institution with a mission focused primarily on the
environment. We bring the public to the water’s edge, inspiring them about the
oceans, and promoting civic engagement in environmental stewardship.
At the ANDERSON CABOT CENTER FOR OCEAN LIFE, we’re saving
species, habitats, and strengthening the overall health of our oceans. We
combine pioneering marine conservation research with strategic partnerships,
and the formidable convening power of the New England Aquarium to combat
the unprecedented impacts of human activities on our oceans.
BOSTON STRING ACADEMY (BSA) is a non-profit organization inspired by El
Sistema – a very successful music education philosophy that utilizes music as
a vehicle for social change – El Sistema originated in Venezuela over 40 years
ago and has inspired thousands of educators around the world. We are
passionate about introducing children at an early age to music, promoting a
love for and engagement in music making. BSA was founded in November,
2012 by Marielisa and Mariesther Alvarez, and Taide Prieto-Carpio. They are
graduates of the Boston Conservatory, and of El Sistema programs in their
home countries of Venezuela and Peru, and have modeled BSA on that
experience. BSA currently offers three programs in the Chinatown, Allston and
Roxbury neighborhoods, serving more than 100 students. As part of the efforts
to expose the students to the highest level of musical expression, BSA

provides them with opportunities to perform and work with internationally
acclaimed artists including Rictor Noren, Lynn Chang, David Ying, Martin
Chalifour, Edicson Ruiz, Midori Goto, and world renowned conductors Gustavo
Dudamel and Sir Simon Rattle. bostonstringacademy.org
Tenor TIMOTHY CULVER has been described as having “a rich but penetrating
tenor” and that he “faces florid tenor writing with a fearless vivacity.” Since his
professional debut in 2003, he has performed almost forty different stage roles.
Equally at home in both operatic and musical theatre works, Mr. Culver has
performed with Atlanta Opera, Ann Arbor Symphony, Orlando Philharmonic
Orchestra, Cleveland Opera Theater, Canton Symphony Orchestra, Porthouse
Theatre, Akron Symphony, Nightingale Opera Theatre, Bar Harbor Music
Festival and the Cleveland Orchestra. Some recent roles include Calaf in
Tosca, Cavaradossi in Tosca, Werther in the title role, Pinkerton in Madama
Butterfly, Luigi in Il Tabarro, Arturo in Lucia di Lammermoor, Canio in I
Pagliacci, Il duca di Mantua in Rigoletto, Alfredo in La Traviata and Nemorino in
L’elisir d’amore. During the inaugural season of the Opera Theatre of Lucca in
Lucca, Italy, Mr. Culver performed and studied under the direction of
internationally renowned baritone, Lorenzo Malfatti. A frequent recitalist,
oratorio and concert soloist, Mr. Culver sang in the U.S. premiere of Erwin
Schulhoff’s H.M.S. Royal Oak with the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. In 2012,
Mr. Culver was selected to participate in the Cleveland Art Song Festival where
he worked with international artists Christine Brewer, Roger Vignoles and
Warren Jones. Currently, Mr. Culver is an Associate Professor of Voice at the
Hugh A. Glauser School of Music at Kent State University, where he earned
both his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees. He resides in Stow, Ohio with his wife
and three children.
BRIAN KEITH JOHNSON has performed many roles in opera from Figaro in il
barbiere di Siviglia to Ford in Falstaff. As a member of Actors’ Equity
Association, he has also performed a variety of musical theatre roles ranging
from Jim in Big River to Father/God in Children of Eden. His concert repertoire
includes most of the major baritone works such as Carmina Burana, Elijah, The
Verdi Requiem, Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, The Brahms Requiem and The
Faure’ Requiem. He has performed operatic and musical theatre roles across
the United States including performances with The Cleveland Orchestra, Akron
Symphony Orchestra, Canton Symphony Orchestra, Cleveland Opera, Lyric
Opera Cleveland, Blossom Festival Orchestra, Opera Theatre of Pittsburgh,
Opera Western Reserve, Carolina Master Chorale, Charlotte Symphony
Orchestra and Porthouse Theatre. Mr. Johnson received his Bachelor’s Degree
from The University of Akron and has also studied abroad at The New Opera
Academy of Rome in Rome, Italy and The American Institute of Musical Studies
in Graz, Austria. This season’s performances include concerts with The
Cleveland Orchestra, The Cleveland Youth Orchestra, Western Reserve
Chorale, the vocal chamber ensemble, Red Campion; The Messiah; Amahl and
The Night Visitors; Pasek in The Cunning Little Vixen; August in Verlorene
Heimat; Sharpless in Madama Butterfly; Crown in Porgy and Bess; The
Representative in A Game of Chance and Renato in Un Ballo in Machera.

As a national and international award-winning composer, STELLA SUNG's
compositions are performed throughout the United States and abroad. She
served as the first Composer-in-Residence for the Orlando Philharmonic
Orchestra (2008-2011), and was one of the five composers nationally selected
for a "Music Alive" award, a three-year award that allowed Dr. Sung to serve as
Composer-In-Residence for the Dayton Performing Arts Alliance (2013-16),
sponsored by New Music USA, the League of American Orchestras, ASCAP,
the Aaron Copland Fund, and the Andrew Mellon Foundation. Stella Sung is the
recipient of numerous awards including a Phi Kappa Phi National Artists Award,
Florida Individual Artists Fellowships, a fellowship at the prestigious MacDowell
Colony, awards from National Endowment for the Arts, New Music USA, the
German Ministry of Culture, and the American Society of Composers, Authors,
and Publishers (ASCAP).
Premieres, performances, and commissions of Dr. Sung's work have included
compositions for world-renowned cellist Yo-Yo Ma, the German Ministry of
Culture (Rhineland-Pfalz), the National Symphony Orchestra, the Cincinnati
Pops, the Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra, the Virginia Symphony Orchestra,
the Wichita Symphony Orchestra, the North Carolina Symphony Orchestra, the
Akron Symphony Orchestra, the Sarasota Symphony Orchestra, the
Jacksonville (FL) Symphony Orchestra, and other university and regional
orchestras, chamber music ensembles, and soloists. The music of Stella Sung
is published by the Theodore Presser Music Publishers (USA), Editions Henry
Lemoine (France), Southern Music Company (Keiser, USA), and Sonic Star
Music Productions (USA), and is currently available on Koch International
Recordings, Naxos, Cambria Master Recordings, Sinfonica (Italy), Eroica
Master Recordings, MSR, and Albany Records.
Sung holds the Bachelor of Music degree (piano performance) from the
University of Michigan (Ann Arbor), the Master of Fine Arts degree
(Composition) from the University of Florida, and the Doctor of Musical Arts
degree (piano performance) from the University of Texas at Austin. Dr. Sung is
director of the Center for Research and Education in Arts, Technology, and
Entertainment (CREATE) at the University of Central Florida, College of Arts
and Humanities. Dr. Sung holds a "Pegasus" Professorship, the highest honor
awarded to distinguished faculty members at the University of Central Florida,
and is also one of twelve "University Trustees Chair" professors.
ANNIE CRAWLEY has worked around the world for two decades with
cameras in hand and mostly below the surface of our ocean. Annie’s work has
been published and broadcast world-wide, and she is a member of the
Women Divers Hall of Fame. Born and raised in Chicago, this renaissance
woman works as a filmmaker, motivational speaker, photographer, writer, as
well as Master Scuba Diving Instructor! She has created a series of illustrated
books and programs to entertain, educate and awe children and adults about
life within our ocean. Annie launched Dive Into Your Imagination to create a
community to educate and entertain all ages and connect them to our
environment. She travels with a dive team comprised of kids, teens and young
adults who explore the sea by free-diving and scuba diving. As a master
storyteller she runs programs teaching the art of photography, video, and

storytelling. She graduated from the University of Washington Communication
Leadership Program with a Master of Communications Building Communities
and Networks. Annie’s mission in life is to help others understand their
interconnection with our environment and wants everyone to have a
conversation about the ocean every single day. The Our Ocean and You
Campaign gives people the tools and resources needed to help share ocean
stories. Annie shares the beauty and wonder of exploring our ocean together
with three issues facing our world ocean: pollution, climate change, and
sustainability. Annie wants everyone to join the team and be the voice for our
ocean as without us, there is none.
PODIUM NOTE:
Our ocean is a symphony where sound is the way of life.
from Sonic Sea, a documentary film (2016)
www.sonicsea.org
The New England Aquarium first made music with the Boston Landmarks
Orchestra in the summer of 2015. A male humpback—recorded by
researcher Salvatore Cerchio—performed as vocal soloist in Alan
Hovhaness’s And God Created Great Whales. The collaboration was a
revelation, demonstrating startling similarities between human and cetacean
music making.
Tonight we are thrilled once again to welcome members of the New England
Aquarium’s leadership team. It is a privilege to share the stage with Vikki
Spruill, newly installed President and Chief Executive Officer. We are
grateful for the many professional courtesies of Robin Elkins, VP,
Development, throughout our months of planning. The suggestions,
encouragement, and thoughtful guidance of Jane Wolfson, VP, Marketing
and Communications have greatly enriched the program. And we are
delighted by the support and advocacy of W20
(www.womenworkingforoceans.org), and their founders, Barbara Burgess
and Donna Hazard.
It was Scott Kraus—VP and Senior Science Advisor at the Aquarium’s
Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life, and Chief Scientist of Marine
Mammal Conservation—who suggested that we explore deeper waters on our
next joint expedition. He proposed that we create a symphonic representation
of an urgent oceanic crisis: noise pollution. “It’s a true emergency,” he told
me, “one that most people are oblivious to. These animals, who depend on
sound to survive and thrive, are increasingly unable to hear. Furthermore,
human-generated noise causes devastatingly high levels of stress for them. It
would be as if you and I were living in an incredibly noisy bar. We’d always be
able to get up and leave, of course, but they don’t have that option.”
Scott had lots of ideas, all of which struck me as perfectly in tune with our own
thinking, including: “I wonder if we can make the Charles River sing.” That
notion is only slightly more extravagant than King George I’s commission of a
large-scale dance suite to be performed on barges in the middle of the
Thames River in the summer of 1717. The result was one of the most
recognizable of all orchestral works: George Frideric Handel’s Water Music.

There was a time when Hamilton Harty’s lush orchestration of the Water
Music was heard more frequently than Handel’s original. Those days are long
over, but these grand realizations—of music built for the out-of-doors—seem
especially fitting for a concert on the Esplanade.
The Pirates of the Caribbean: the Curse of the Black Pearl was the first
film of the Pirates series. The music was mostly composed by Klaus Badelt,
the German-born protégé of Hollywood legend Hans Zimmer. Joining our
performance are the stellar young musicians of the Boston String Academy,
led by an outstanding musical team of co-directors: Venezuelan violinists
Marielisa and Mariesther Alvarez and Peruvian-born cellist Taide Prieto.
We are thrilled once again to perform alongside one of Boston’s elite
orchestral training programs. Welcome back!
Tonight we present a new video of North Atlantic right whales created by
Emily Greenhalgh, Senior Science Writer at the Aquarium. She has
skillfully—and musically—choreographed still and moving images of these
whales to Maurice Ravel’s Une Barque sur l’océan (“A Boat on the
Ocean”). This eight-minute work began life as the fourth of his five piano
pieces, Miroirs (“Mirrors”); the orchestration is the composer’s own. Swirling
arpeggios in strings and harp invoke wind and water, as woodwinds exchange
bobbing motives to suggest the rocking of a boat.
For North Atlantic right whales, potential catastrophe looms. Saving them is
an urgent priority for the Aquarium, the Anderson Cabot Center, and Women
Working for Oceans. The birthrate of North Atlantic right whales has dropped
forty percent since 2010. They face a multitude of hazardous conditions
caused by human activity, principally ship strikes and entanglement in fishing
lines, but also toxic algae, noxious chemicals, pervasive noise pollution,
unreliable supplies of their principal food (copepods), and the highest
incidence of parasitic infections (giardia and cryptosporidium) ever recorded
in a mammal.
In highly industrialized parts of the world—like the Northeastern United
States—the impact of human activity on sea life is overwhelming and hurtful.
Evidence abounds. In a recent article in The Atlantic, Rosalind Rolland—
Director of Ocean Health at the Aquarium’s Anderson Cabot Center—details
stark discrepancies between the health of North Atlantic right whales and
those in the Southern hemisphere, where there is far less industrial activity. In
contrast to their Northern cousins, Southern right whales were found to be
“fat, they were happy, they had no skin lesions, they were curious. [We were]
dealing with a completely different animal,” she reports.
When I met Scott Kraus earlier this year outside his office on Boston’s
Waterfront, I asked him what he thought about my desire to perform some of
Bernard Herrmann’s Moby-Dick on this program. “What do you mean,” he
asked, “what’s the problem with that?” “Well, it’s about whaling, of course,” I
replied. Scott looked at me with excitement in his eyes and said, “Actually,
Melville contributed more to the scientific and popular understanding of
whales than anyone at the time. And he was the first to sound the alarm about
extinctions.” Then Scott recited from memory a portion of the following
passage from Moby-Dick, written in 1849:

“But still another inquiry remains; one often agitated by the more recondite
Nantucketers. Whether owing to the almost omniscient look-outs at the mastheads of the whaleships, now penetrating even through Behring's straits, and
into the remotest secret drawers and lockers of the world; and the thousand
harpoons and lances darted along all continental coasts; the moot point is,
whether Leviathan can long endure so wide a chase, and so remorseless a
havoc; whether he must not at last be exterminated from the waters, and the
last whale, like the last man, smoke his last pipe, and then himself evaporate
in the final puff.”
I looked up this passage, to find that it continues as follows:
“Comparing the humped herds of whales with the humped herds of buffalo,
which, not forty years ago, overspread by tens of thousands the prairies of
Illinois and Missouri, and shook their iron manes and scowled with their
thunder-clotted brows upon the sites of populous river-capitals, where now
the polite broker sells you land at a dollar an inch; in such a comparison an
irresistible argument would seem furnished, to show that the hunted whale
cannot now escape speedy extinction.”
Herrmann’s decision to create a musical dramatization of Moby-Dick came
about in an unusual way. While courting his soon-to-be wife, Lucille Fletcher,
Herrmann would sometimes join her for the hour-long subway ride from
Manhattan back to her parents’ home in Brooklyn. During these rides they
often exchanged ideas to spur each other’s creativity, he as a composer, she
as a writer. On one occasion, he suggested that she create a fictional New
England composer, modeled in his mind on Charles Ives. She was intrigued,
and asked him what sort of music this imagined composer would write.
Herrmann suggested a dramatic work based on Moby-Dick. After the next
station stop—Lucille reports in her memoir—Herrmann said, “Golly, that’s too
good an idea to waste on just a novel. I think I’ll write that cantata myself!”
Herrmann’s Moby-Dick is a compact setting of eleven excerpts from Melville’s
novel assembled by the American writer W. Clark Harrington. Tonight’s
performance omits eight minutes of the original forty-six-minute score, mostly
by eliminating passages for male chorus, who represent crewmembers, a
sailors’ chorus, and the New Bedford church choir in Chapter 9. Brian Keith
Johnson sings the role of Ahab; Timothy Culver sings the role of Ishmael—
the narrator—as well as lines associated with other characters in the novel.
Herrmann found Moby-Dick’s psychological depth irresistible. He portrayed
the story’s emotional complexities through spare and penetrating musical
gestures in a style that would serve him throughout his career. His “greatest
gift lay in finding dramatic tension in the simplest of devices, the subtle
interrelationship of color and rhythm,” writes his biographer Steven C. Smith.
He was just twenty-seven years old when he wrote Moby-Dick, but the work
already bears the unmistakable stamp of the composer who would soon
become Alfred Hitchcock’s favorite. Herrmann probes Ahab’s neurotic mind
with obsessive phrases that might remind listeners of music he created for
Charles Foster Kane in Citizen Kane, Scotty Ferguson in Vertigo, or Norman
Bates in Psycho. Desolate chords hover about his characters; hypnotic
rhythms mark the nervous passage of time; and sudden strident pulsations

create an anxiety we associate with much of Herrmann’s music.
There is an introspective intensity to the music accompanying two of the
novel’s best known speeches, “Yonder by ever-brimming goblet's rim,” and
Ahab’s monologue, “Oh, Starbuck! it is a mild, mild wind, and a mild looking
sky.” There are special effects of orchestration throughout: tense tremolos,
rapid-fire articulations, quick mute changes, instruments at the extremes of
their ranges, and dizzying changes of direction in ascending and descending
lines. At one point a “thunder drum”—which Herrmann had encountered in his
work for radio—signals an incoming squall that breaks up a rollicking
hornpipe. Just before the conclusion of the work, after the sinking of the
Pequod, Herrmann enlists a single shadowy bass clarinet to portray the
aloneness of Ishmael, sole survivor of the wreckage. Finally only the
contrabassoon remains, sounding the deepest reaches of any instrument, as
Ishmael imparts the final line of his narrative, actually not Melville at all but a
quotation from Job: “And I only am escaped alone to tell thee.”
Composer Stella Sung possesses a rare combination of gifts. Her
imagination bursts with compelling and relatable ideas; she is highly
experienced in a variety of media—especially in film and video; and she has
an unusually keen ear for orchestral color. It was Stella’s idea to include film
in her work. And it is through her ingenuity and generosity that resources at
the University of Central Florida’s CREATE (www.create.cah.ucf.edu) became
available to support the visual component of Oceana. About her new work
she writes:
“In the spring of 2016, Maestro Wilkins and I attended a lecture at the New
England Aquarium given by marine biologists Scott Kraus and Christopher
Clark (Senior Scientist at the Bioacoustics Research Program, Cornell
University). We learned about the devastating effects of ocean noise caused
by shipping traffic, seismic testing deploying air guns, and other man-made
sounds. In that moment, I decided that my new composition, Oceana, would
serve to demonstrate how important healthy oceanic ecosystems are both for
marine life and for human life.
“This is a multimedia work. We are so fortunate to have the stunning
contributions of underwater photographer and filmmaker Annie Crawley
(www.anniecrawley.com). Annie has created a film to serve as a visual
counterpart to the music. The shots are all her own. She has beautifully edited
them to accompany the flow and emotional arc of the music. I have compiled
a soundtrack that plays throughout the work. It comprises recordings of the
songs of marine animals (especially humpback whales, beluga whales,
bearded seals, and dolphins), as well as the sound of seismic air guns,
shipping traffic, and other industrial noises. Some of these sounds originated
with the filmmaker; many came from Chris Clark’s resources at Cornell.
“The work is divided into three sections, representing 1) the beauty, majesty,
and mystery of the seas and the life forms that live there; 2) man-made
disturbances of the ecosystems; and 3) faith that humans can develop ways
to balance our needs with those of oceanic creatures through a better
understanding of the impact we have. It has been a great privilege to
collaborate with the orchestra and with scientists at the New England

Aquarium. It is especially appropriate that the Aquarium’s new President and
Chief Executive Officer, Vikki Spruill, should be sharing our stage tonight.
Among many accomplishments in her career, she is the former President and
CEO of Ocean Conservancy and is the founder of the Trash Free Seas
Alliance, an industry collaborative that has produced seminal research on the
impacts of plastic in the ocean.”
The sound of the sea, the outline of the horizon, the wind in the leaves, the
cry of the birds—these set off complex impressions in us. And suddenly,
without the consent of anyone on this earth, one of these memories bursts
forth, expressing itself in the language of music.
Claude Debussy
The sea inspired Claude Debussy throughout his life. Many of his works treat
watery subjects. La Mer was also born of another of Debussy’s passions at
the time, Emma Bardac. He dedicated his original score to her, making
reference in his inscription to dark times they shared as a result of pursuing
their intimate relationship while both were still married to others: “For my little
one whose eyes laugh in the shade.”
Debussy’s turbulent state of mind must have had an effect on the music.
Compared with the rest of his output, La Mer is unusual for its emotional
power. When once asked to name his favorite poets, Debussy named only
one: Baudelaire. He did not abide the term “Impressionism” to describe his
own style, identifying more with the artists known as Symbolists. Debussy felt
closer to Mallarmé than to Monet. He particularly admired J. M. W. Turner
(“the finest creator of mystery in the whole of art,” Debussy said) and Edgar
Allan Poe (he once began an opera based on The Fall of the House of
Usher). In explaining his love of Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony, he
revealed a Symbolist’s aesthetic: “There is no attempt at direct imitation, but
rather at capturing the invisible sentiments of nature. Does one render the
mystery of the forest by recording the height of the trees?”
Begun as “three symphonic sketches,” La Mer eventually assumed the shape
of a thematically unified three-movement symphony. The first movement
corresponds to a morning on the sea. It emerges from the indistinct colors of
dawn in the low strings, timpani and harp into brightly colored arabesques in
the winds. Noting that the music covers the morning hours, Eric Satie once
wryly commented that he especially enjoyed a tranquil moment toward the
end, which he estimated occurred at "about a quarter to eleven.”
The second movement contains the most evocative nature painting of the
three, with vivid representations of rippling wind and water, blowing sea foam,
lightning streaks, and crashing waves. The last movement invokes the Greek
god Poseidon, riding the waves, blowing his conch. The finale contains the
only extended melodic material of the entire work. Building from a majestic
theme first heard at the close of the first movement—amidst rousing fanfares
blown by a team of five trumpets—Debussy creates an enormous
accumulation of sound as the work reaches its thrilling conclusion.
- Christopher Wilkins
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Support Boston’s only summer series of
FREE orchestral concerts with a gift today!
The Boston Landmarks Orchestra is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization funded through the generosity of foundations,
corporations, and individuals. The Orchestra was founded in 2001
by conductor and community advocate Charles Ansbacher to bring
free classical music to the people of Greater Boston.
Since 2007, the Orchestra has presented its main concert series at
the DCR’s Hatch Shell on Wednesday nights from mid-July to late
August, carrying on the tradition of free concerts on the Esplanade
started by Arthur Fiedler in 1929.
Please consider a suggested contribution of $20 to the
Boston Landmarks Orchestra to help us continue this
summertime tradition for many years to come, adding
immeasurably to the quality of life in Boston.
You may return the enclosed reply envelope and your
contribution to one of our volunteers in blue t-shirts or
drop it off at our Information Tent.
Visit www.landmarksorchestra.org/donate
to donate securely online.
Contributions may also be mailed to:
Boston Landmarks Orchestra
214 Lincoln Street, Suite 331
Boston, MA 02134
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John Hancock Financial Services • Klarman Family Foundation •
Liberty Mutual Foundation • Massachusetts Cultural Council •
Music Performance Trust Fund • Israel and Mollie Myers Foundation •
Bessie Pappas Charitable Foundation • The Plymouth Rock Foundation •
Rockland Trust • Lawrence and Lillian Solomon Fund •
Women’s Philharmonic Advocacy
Music Director’s Society
Music Director Benefactor
David Arnold and Ann Moritz • Barbara and Amos Hostetter •
Lia and William Poorvu • Allison K. Ryder and David B. Jones •
Stephen and Alicia Symchych
Music Director Platinum
Eileen and Jack Connors Jr. • Laura Connors and Brian O’Connell •
Michael and Karen Rotenberg • Epp Sonin
Music Director Gold
Richard and Nonnie Burnes • Katherine and Neil Diver •
Jo Frances and John Meyer • David G. Mugar •
Michael Yogman and Elizabeth Ascher
Music Director Silver
Rev. Susan Esco Chandler and Alfred D. Chandler III •
Cynthia and Oliver Curme/Lost & Foundation • Gene and Lloyd Dahmen • •
Alan and Lisa Dynner • Richard and Rebecca Hawkins •
Jeryl and Stephen Oristaglio • Kitty and Tony Pell •
Laura Roberts and Edward Belove • Wendy Shattuck and Samuel Plimpton •
Donna and Robert Storer • Anne Symchych • Edwin and Joan Tiffany
Music Director Bronze
Harron Ellenson and Roger Snow • Peter and Dieuwke Fiedler •
Andrew J. Ley and Carol P. Searle • Sharon and Brian McNally •
Kyra and Coco Montagu/Alchemy Foundation • Mitchell and Cynthia Neider •
Susan and Frederick Putnam • Jan and Stuart Rose •
David and Marie Louise Scudder • Stephen Spinetto and Alice Krapf •
Debra and Mark Stevens
Benefactors
Chris Baldwin and Sally Reyering • Michael Boyson and Nancy Grant •
Paul and Catherine Buttenwieser • Ronald G. Casty •
John Chambliss and Polly Whiteside • Saul and Naomi Cohen •
Julie Crockford and Sheridan Haines • Corinne Dame • Mary E. Darmstaetter •

Joseph and Eden Davies • Newell and Kate Flather •
Howard Gardner and Ellen Winner • Sarah Grandfield and Nathaniel Adams •
Brent Henry and Minnie Baylor-Henry • Elizabeth and Paul Kastner •
Anne Linn • Jeff D. Makholm and Roberta Parks •
Elizabeth and Joseph Marconi • Priscilla McMahon •
John Curtis Perry and Sarah Hollis Perry • Suzanne Priebatsch •
Suzanne and Bernard Pucker • Michael Rubenstein and Elizabeth Skavish •
Jean Scarrow • Andrea Schein and Angelo Veneziano •
Eileen Shapiro and Reuben Eaves • Kathy and Gary Sharpless •
John Shields and Christiane Delessert • Marilyn Smith and Charles Freifeld •
Fredericka and Howard Stevenson • David and Megan Szabo •
Benjamin and Katherine Taylor • Deborah Thaxter and Robert Adkins •
Henry D. Tiffany III/Control Concepts • Robert and Suzanne Walters •
Christopher Wilkins • Douglas and Laura Wilkins •
Herbert and Angela Wilkins • Milton Wright • Benjamin Zander
Supporters
Anonymous • Gerald and Corinne Adler • Ted Ansbacher and Barbara Nash •
Sally Cassells • Priscilla Deck • Katherine DeMarco • Paul and Gail Devine •
Fay Donohue and Cary Armistead • Michael and Kitty Dukakis •
David and Anne Gergen • Richard and Jean Gran •
Mark and Mia Halfman • Jonathan Hecht and Lora Sabin •
Richard Howe and Betty Ann Limpert • Frederic Johnson •
Carole and Robert Kay • Rona Kiley • Robert Krim and Kathlyne Anderson •
Steven Levitsky • Kristin Mortimer • Alan Pafenbach • Michael Peluse •
Megan and Alkes Price • Watson and Juliette Reid •
Kathy Ripin and Leonard Sayles • Arthur Rishi and Kimberly Howe Rishi •
Abby and Donald Rosenfeld • Maureen and Michael Ruettgers •
Harborne Stuart and Cathy Tankosic • Joan and Bernard Sudikoff •
Beverly J. Tangvik • Richard Trant • Phyllis Vineyard •
Renata von Tscharner and Peter Munkenbeck • Susan Weiler •
Craig and Catherine Weston
Contributors
James Alexander and Thomas Stocker • Robert and Gudrun Ashton •
Diane Austin and Aaron Nurick • Martha and Robert Berardino •
Maria and Andrew Burtis • Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Casendino •
Gabrielle and Richard Coffman • Alvin and Victoria Davis •
Catharine-Mary Donovan • Glenda and Robert Fishman • Patricia Freysinger •
Linda Grasso • Marcia and Edward Katz • Jane Lauridsen •
Mark and Kimberly Luiggi • C. Bruce Metzler and Carol E. Simpson •
Rachel Perry • Leo Pierre Roy and Perry Russell • Robert H. Rubin •
Tedd and Ella Saunders • Rabbi Sam and Jenni Seicol •
Diane and Richard Schmalensee • Thomas and Barbara Van Dyke •
Sally Withington
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this list as of the print
deadline. Please contact Jim Murray, Manager of Development &
Communications, at jm@landmarksorchestra.org regarding any inaccuracies
or omissions.

BOSTON LANDMARKS ORCHESTRA
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Laura Connors, Chair
Gene D. Dahmen
Peter Fiedler
Richard Hawkins
B. J. Krintzman
Mitchell Neider
Jeryl Oristaglio
Myran Parker-Brass, ex officio
Katharine M. Pell
J. Brian Potts
Michael Rotenberg
Allison K. Ryder
Stephen Spinetto
Stephen Symchych
David Szabo
Edwin Tiffany
Milton L. Wright Jr.
Michael Yogman
Alfred D. Chandler III,
Trustee Emeritus
Charles Ansbacher,
Founder

BOARD OF OVERSEERS
Myran Parker-Brass, Chair
David B. Arnold III
Smoki Bacon
Richard M. Burnes
Conrad Crawford
Julie Crockford
Corinne Dame
Joseph P. Davies
Katherine DeMarco
Katherine Diver
Priscilla H. Douglas
Newell Flather
Howard Gardner
David Gergen
Sean Hennessey
Paul Kowal
Robert M. Krim
Steven Levitsky
Andrew J. Ley
Anne Linn
Sharon McNally
David G. Mugar

Susan Putnam
Laura Roberts
Diana Rowan Rockefeller
Jan Rose
Anthony Rudel
Maureen Ruettgers
Andrea Schein
Eileen Shapiro
John Shields
Epp Sonin
Debra Stevens
Donna Storer
Beverly J. Tangvik
Angelo Tilas
William Walczak
Douglas Wilkins
Arthur Winn

STAFF
Jo Frances Meyer, Executive Director
Arthur Rishi, Artistic Administrator
Michelle Major, Chief Financial Officer
Jim Murray, Manager of Development & Communications
Joanne Barrett/JBPR, Public Relations
Adele Traub, Social Media Coordinator
Stephanie Muñoz, Education & Outreach Coordinator
Melissa Rorech, Volunteer Coordinator
Samuel Hawkins, Grant Yosenick, Interns; Shuang Fan, Conducting Intern
PRODUCTION
Emerson Kington, Technical Director
Audrey Dunne, Production Manager & Librarian
Cate Gallagher, Production Assistant
Steve Colby, Sound Design & Audio Mix
MJ Audio, Audio Production
Mackenzie Skeens, Nassim Zamor, Stage Crew
Diego Elias, Brian Gomez, Francisco Perdomo, Amari Vickers, MLK Summer Scholars
Michael Dwyer, Photography
Jesse Ciarmataro, Graphic Design
VERY SPECIAL THANKS
Boston Cares
The Boston Globe
The Boston Metro
Boston University Office of Disability Services
Greenough
JCDecaux

Mass Cultural Council UP Initiative
One Brick

WEDNESDAYS AT 7PM
GREAT MUSIC FOR FREE
AT THE DCR’s HATCH SHELL
August 22, 2018
SYMPHONIC DANCES

Boston Landmarks Orchestra
Christopher Wilkins, Music Director

in partnership with Boston Ballet II, Boys & Girls Clubs of
Boston, Camp Harbor View, Conservatory Lab Charter
School, Peter DiMuro/Public Displays of Motion,
The Dance Complex, and the Korean Cultural Society of
Boston
Sponsored by the Arbella Insurance Foundation

If it is raining on the 22nd, the concert will be postponed
to the 23rd at the Hatch Shell or at Symphony Hall.

August 29, 2018
MERCURY ORCHESTRA
Channing Yu, Music Director

with a program featuring works by
Shostakovich, Borodin, and Tchaikovsky

If it is raining on the 29th, the concert will be cancelled.
If inclement weather is in the forecast on the day of a
concert, please check www.landmarksorchestra.org
or call 617-987-2000 after 4 PM for any changes to the
date or venue. Download our mobile app to receive
weather alerts, notifications, and special offers.

214 Lincoln Street, Suite 331 Boston, MA 02134
617-987-2000 www.landmarksorchestra.org
These programs are supported in part by grants from the Massachusetts Cultural
Council and the Boston Cultural Council, a local agency which is funded by the
Massachusetts Cultural Council and administered by the Mayor’s Office of Arts +
Culture for the City of Boston.

